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Chapter 541: Zi Yi Said, Mom Is An Experienced Person 

 

Early the next momning, as soon as Zi Yi woke up, she subconsciously put her legs on Lu Jingye. 

The next second, her legs were grabbed and when Zi Yi felt the hard object pressed against her tummy, 

she opened her eyes. 

She was met with Lu Jingye’s deep-set eyes that contained a passionate flame. 

Zi Yi raised her arm and coiled it around his neck. She purposely called his name in a sweet voice. “Ah 

Jing~” 

Lu Jingye felt his heart quiver and he took a deep breath. 

He knew that his seductress was about to be naughty again. 

Sure enough, a hand reached under his shirt and slowly crept up. 

He could not take it anymore and held her head with his hand and pulled her in his direction. 

Their lips were glued together and it instantly ignited the flames inside his body. 

After the kiss ended, Lu Jingye was about to release her and get up from the bed. 

However, Zi Yi hugged him without letting go. 

“You’re not allowed to leave.” 

This person is trying to stop at this juncture? Was he trying to stifle himself to death? 

Lu Jingye took a deep breath and his voice was hoarse. “Mother is here today. She gets up early.” 

“No~” 

Zi Yi’s hand directly reached out and Lu Jingye’s body jolted. 

Zi Yi said with a hot breath, “Mom is an experienced person and so what if we get up late?” 

Lu Jingye failed to resist Zi Yi’s passion and ended up surrendering. 

The end result was, the two of them came down late. 

There was a gratified smile on Mrs. Lu’s face when she saw them walking down together. 1 

“Mother.” 

The both of them called out together. 

Mrs. Lu smiled, nodded in greeting, and stood up so they could all head to the dining room together. 

During breakfast, Mrs. Lu said to Zi Yi, “Viyi, I’ll prepare some soup for you later in the morning and 

deliver it to you in the afternoon. The food at the school canteen isn’t nutritious and now that you’re 

doing experiments until so late at night every day you should nourish your body.” 



“Mom, the weather now is pretty chilly. You don’t have to send food to me, the food in the canteen is 

also pretty good.” 

“I don’t have anything to do at home anyways.” 

At the thought of the grievance Zi Yi had suffered from the Lu Family, she felt that she owed her and 

thus, wanted to treat her better. 

Zi Yi thought for a while and nodded. “Then give me a call when you arrive.” 

She could not guarantee where she would be after her last lesson in the morning. 

“Okay.” 

After breakfast, Lu Jingye and Mrs. Lu sent Zi Yi to the car. It was only after they saw the car driving away 

did they make their way inside. 

While walking, Mrs. Lu sighed and said, “It’s good that our Yiyi isn’t calculative about this, but your 

Grandfather… sigh…” 

“Mother, don’t be sad. I’ve said that I won’t let Yiyi suffer any grievances.” 

Mrs. Lu seemed to have sensed that he was planning something and she asked, “Jingye, what do you 

plan to do?” 

Lu Jingye only said, “I will let Father return before our wedding reception.” 

Mrs. Lu knew that he had plenty of ideas and she felt more at ease in her heart. 

On the other side at the Headquarters of the Lu Group. 

Lu Zhiheng was similar to a spinning top during this period of time, where he continuously turned for the 

sake of the company. It was yet to be 8 a.m in the morning and he had already arrived at the company 

and headed to the President’s office while he was on a call. 

“What I want is a manager that can raise an entire department. How does your headhunting company 

even find people? Those who came a few days back are all lacking in abilities and yet, they had the nerve 

to talk to me about salary and health insurance!” 

“President Lu, we have already found the best managers within the industry according to your 

requirements. However, the Lu Group’s management is not a position that just anyone can take on.” 

“If your headhunting company doesn’t have the capability to find someone, just say it outright. What do 

you mean no one can take on that position? There are so many large international companies and don’t 

you know how to dig someone up from there for me?” 

“But…” 

“Salary and health insurance isn’t a problem, but they must have the ability.” 

“Alright then, we’ll introduce another two individuals to you today.” 

Lu Zhiheng only hung up the phone after receiving a reply he was satisfied with. 



As soon as he entered the office, he turned on the computer. When he looked at the data that was in 

red, his mood instantly sank. 

“F*ck!” He felt that the company had been encountering problems one after another these days and Lu 

Jingye must have been behind this. “Lu Jingye, just you wait. If I grab onto a weakness of yours, we’ll see 

how I take care of you.” 

At 8:30 a.m, Secretary Shao knocked on the door and entered. 

“President Lu, the second phase of the Gymnasium at C Provincial has to be halted due to the weather. 

Please sign this document.” 

He passed the document to Lu Zhiheng. 

Lu Zhiheng took the document and did not even bother to take a look at it before he threw it into his 

desk drawer. 

He had his eyes on Secretary Shao’s expression while he did that and he smiled, while he said in a 

strange tone, “Secretary Shao, I have fired many people during this period of time and not you. Do you 

know why?” 

Secretary Shao looked at him with a calm expression and did not answer. 

Lu Zhiheng suddenly laughed out loud and his laughter contained an eerie feeling. “Because I want you 

to be his eyes. I want him to see that without him, I am also capable of managing the Lu Group well.” 

Secretary Shao nodded his head and calmly reminded him. “President Lu, you have yet to sign the 

document.” 

PA! 

‘What Lu Zhiheng could not take the most was people looking at him with a calm expression. This made 

him think of Lu Jingye and he felt extremely annoyed. 

“What’s there to sign? The gymnasium in C Province must be completed by the end of the year. How 

could it be stopped?” 

“The land is freezing badly and the anti-freezing technology we had adopted before no longer has much 

of an effect.” 

“Do you have the final say or do I have the final say? It shall continue since I said so.” 

Secretary Shao looked into his eyes for a few seconds, before he nodded his head and turned to leave. 

Lu Zhiheng looked at his leaving figure and revealed an eerie smile as he said, “Go and tell your owner 

that my Grandfather already knows how he competed with others in drinking last night. He can just wait 

to be disciplined.” 

Secretary Shao paused for two seconds, before he continued walking outside. 

Lu Zhiheng looked at the door that was closed behind Secretary Shao and he suddenly had an 

inexplicable sense of superiority. “Sure enough, you’re nothing after having left the Lu Family.” 

At the thought of this, just as he was about to get someone to deliver his coffee, his phone suddenly 

rang. 



Lu Zhiheng answered the call and asked in a grumpy tone, “What’s the matter?” 

“President, no good. The oil well we are extracting from in the Southern Ocean was attacked and all the 

extracted oil has been robbed by pirates!” 

Lu Zhiheng nearly lost his grip on his phone and his voice suddenly increased by several decibels. “What 

did you say?!” 

On the other side at the Lu Family’s main residence. 

Patriarch Lu liked to head to the shooting room in the morning. 

Today was no exception. Just as he finished a round of shooting, the housekeeper came over in a hurry 

with his phone. 

“Sir, General Tang is calling you.” 

Patriarch Lu handed the gun to the guard and took the phone. 

General Tang’s voice sounded from the other end. “Elder Lu, when will the military supplies for the 

Northwest Army be delivered? Also, the Second Young Master promised to change a batch of our 

defense systems to that of a more advanced model for us, and so when will they be changed?” 

Patriarch Lu furrowed his brows. “Wasn’t there a professional that is keeping in touch with you?” 

“Second Young Master Lu said in the past that I will be contacting Second Master. However, I can’t seem 

to get through to his phone.” 

Only then did Patriarch Lu recall that his second son had secretly left for the Southern Ocean and his 

phone could not be reached at this moment.. 

Chapter 542: Everyone, Stop What You’re Doing, Zi Yi Is About to Unleash a Big Move. 

 

After Patriarch Lu ended the call with General Tang, he received a call from other military regions urging 

for the delivery of the supplies. 

Patriarch Lu has never dealt with such trivial matters in the past and for a moment, he did not know 

where to start. 

In the end, he could only reply to them and say, “I’ll send someone to bring you the supplies right 

away.” 

After he hung up the phone, he calmly thought for a moment and said to the housekeeper, “Go and call 

the eldest and the third.” 

The Eldest Master and the Third Master came back in a hurry. 

Patriarch Lu asked with a stern expression, “Several region’s military camps called to press for supplies 

today. Who shall take charge?” 

As soon as they heard that, their expression slightly changed. 



It had to be known that dispatching military supplies was not a simple task. If something goes wrong, the 

consequences would be very serious. 

The eldest certainly would not take over and he said in haste, “Father, I’ve been preparing to head 

abroad with the leader these days and I won’t have much time on hand. Why don’t you get Third 

Brother to take care of this?” 

The third son did not expect his brother to throw the trouble towards him and he said, “I only know how 

to organize troops and fight. I am unfamiliar with this matter.” 

Patriarch Lu did not expect both his sons to shirk responsibility and he became furious. “You can’t even 

get such a small thing done?! What else are you incapable of?!” 

The two middle-aged men who were reprimanded immediately lowered their heads, but none of them 

spoke up to take this job. 

Patriarch Lu got even angrier at the sight of them. 

He said with a dark expression, “Third, you shall handle this matter.” 

“Father, but I…” 

“This is an order!” 

“yes!” 

After the Eldest Master and the Third Master came out from Patriarch Lu’s courtyard, the eldest patted 

the third’s shoulders and said earnestly, “Third Brother, don’t blame me for not taking over this matter. I 

really don’t have the time and you have been in the military camp for long periods of time, and 

so you should be more familiar with this. I’m sure that you would know which regions require what 

supplies.” 

The Third Master immediately got angry at his words. “The hell with that. Do you think dispatching 

military supplies is organizing and leading troops? You won’t know which military camp requires what 

supplies if you’re not an expert and you won’t be able to do well, even if you have the list in your 

hand! Moreover, I don’t know where Jingye previously stored those documents at all.” 

The Eldest Master thought for a moment and suggested. “Third Brother, if you’re really not sure what to 

do, you can look for Jingye. You should be aware, now that Zhiheng has taken over the Lu Group, Jingye 

must be angry at my family. If I were to take over the dispatching work, he would certainly 

refuse to help. But it’s different for you. Perhaps he might agree to help if you go and look for him.” 

The Third Master thought for a moment and found his brother’s words to be reasonable. His expression 

finally eased slightly and he turned to leave. 

The Eldest Master looked at his departing back view and a flash of light streaked past his eyes before he 

then turned and headed towards another direction. 

At MUni. 

After Zi Yi’s car stopped at the parking lot of the School of Liberal Arts, she headed towards the 

Archaeology Department. 



Just as she walked through the doors, she saw quite a number of students with brooms and shovels in 

their hands as they swept and shoveled the snow. 

Everyone greeted her with a smile at the sight of her. 

Zi Yi responded to them one by one and headed towards the freshman area. She immediately saw Li Xia 

and a few other classmates who were also sweeping the snow. 

Li Xia smiled and greeted her the moment she saw Zi Yi. “You’re here!” 

Zi Yi asked her, “You’re just going to shovel and sweep the snow like this?” 

Their department was not a small area and the building is considered an old building. It would take at 

least more than half a day to clear the snow here. 

Li Xia responded. “We don’t have a choice. When we arrived in the momning, the snow outside had 

even reached the height of our knees. If we don’t shovel and sweep the snow away, attending classes 

will prove to be even more difficult.” 

It has been snowing really hard these last two days. 

Zi Yi thought about it for a moment and took out two balls from her bag. “I’ll try and help.” 

“How do you intend to go about trying?” 

Li Xia looked curious. 

Zi Yi stood in the middle of the courtyard and quickly opened the two circular balls as she re-assembled 

them together. Soon, the two balls combined to form a drone. She quickly took out a pen and paper to 

write down a few words. Following that, the manless drone flew away. 

Li Xia and the others watched the drone fly away and asked, “Zi Yi, what are you planning to do?” 

“I made the drone borrow some things from the chemical lab.” 

“What things?” 

Zi Yi swiftly listed several chemical names which made Li Xia confused. However, in the end, she asked, 

“Will they lend it to you?” 

“Yes, they will.” 

‘As soon as Zi Yi said that, she quickly typed some words and sent out a message. 

Everyone stood in the courtyard and waited. Less than ten minutes or so later, they saw the drone flying 

back. 

On it were tied several bags of bottles. 

Zi Yi took down the items and said to Li Xia, “Call everyone to stop and tell them to come to the 

corridor.” 

“Oh, okay!” 



Li Xia answered her and immediately shouted to everyone, “Stop what you’re doing, Zi Yi is about to 

unleash a big move.” 

Zi Yi who was currently in the process of mixing the chemicals: “…” 

Soon, she managed to mix what she needed, and seeing that everyone was standing in the corridor, she 

tied the chemical on the drone and got it to sprinkle the chemical powder on the snow. 

Soon, plumes of smoke could be seen from the front and the snow soon turned into water and flowed 

away. 

In less than three minutes, the entire building seemed to have undergone a spring cleaning and it was 

simply a sight to see. 

“Oh my! Zi Yi you’re so amazing!” 

Some of the students directly uploaded the photos of the Archaeology Department building onto the 

school forum. Soon, the forum became lively. 

“The Goddess is indeed worthy of having the title of Goddess. To think that she had even thought of 

using chemicals to melt the snow.” 

“It is snowing so heavily today and even if she made the snow melt, it would accumulate very soon 

afterwards. Why do I feel that her actions are a little redundant?” 

“Many chemicals have side effects. With what Junior Zi has done, what if she damages the plants and 

buildings?” 

After finishing half of the lessons in the morning, the students who had been paying attention to the 

Archaeology Department’s building quietly came over to have a look. 

They were all surprised at the sight. 

‘The building and plants were not affected in the slightest. Most importantly, even if it was snowing 

heavily right now, the snow would immediately melt and turn into water the moment it came into 

contact with the ground. 

Those who came to take a peek had posted this on the school forum, which had once again reignited the 

lively discussions. 

Soon, Zi Yi had been called by the school’s higher-ups. 

One of the higher-ups smiled and looked at her. “Student Zi, since you are able to clean up all the snow 

in your department, why don’t you work a little harder and clean the other places too? Of course, you 

only have to clean the roads and if you need any helpers, I’ll immediately call a few students over.” 

Since they had asked for her help, Zi Yi certainly would not reject. “I need… XX, XX… these chemicals. I 

would need a larger quantity than before and you can get someone to bring it over.” 

“I’s not a problem.” 

The ones who delivered the chemicals to Zi Yi were three male, third years from the Chemistry Major. 

They were all excited at the sight of Zi Yi. 



“Hello, Junior Zi. My name is Ge Tao.” 

“My name is Zhang Zhibo.” 

“rm Ou Li” 

“We’re here to deliver the chemicals you need.” 

The three of them said in unison, “Junior Zi, just tell us what we need to do. You can leave such menial 

tasks to us..” 

Chapter 543: Forever Second Place 

 

The three seniors were so enthusiastic to the extent that Zi Yi had no chance to work at all. 

After she explained to them how they should mix the chemicals, there was nothing else for her to do. 

While the three seniors were mixing the chemicals, they chatted with Zi Yi. 

Ge Tao, who had a crew cut, asked, “Junior Zi, how did you come to know that by mixing these 

chemicals together you would be able to melt the snow and prevent the ground from accumulating 

more snow?” 

“A mixture of these chemicals has the function of heat dissipation. In addition…” 

Zi Yi gave them a brief explanation. 

The three of them listened to her attentively while marveling at her knowledge at the same time. 

Ou Li who had thick eyebrows, similar to those male leads from idol dramas, could not help but sigh 

after he heard her explanation. “Why didn’t we ever think of mixing these chemicals together? Not to 

mention it would have such a reaction.” 

Speaking of this, he asked Zi Yi, “Junior Zi, wouldn’t the chemical X and chemical Y produce poisonous 

chemicals if mixed together?” 

“When chemical Z is added into the mixture, another type of reaction would happen and the poisonous 

chemical would be negated.” 

The three of them were silent for a moment before Zhang Zhibo, who had a square face, spoke up. “So 

that’s the case!” 

“Junior Zi, your basics are so strong! If we knew earlier, we would have called you to join us when our 

department participated in the International Chemistry Competition. In that case, we would be able to 

beat Y University from Country X and get rid of our forever second place title.” 

“Forever second place?” 

“That’s right. Junior Zi, you might not believe it, but the Chemistry Department of M.Uni has such a 

curse. No matter how many competitions we take part in, the highest place we would win is second and 

we would always brush past first place.” 

Speaking of this topic, the three of them suddenly had tons of things to talk about. 



While they mixed the chemicals, they explained to Zi Yi the situation of the competition in which the 

M.Uni’s Chemistry Department had participated before in the past. 

“The eeriest thing is that M.Uni’s Chemistry Department is ranked in the top five internationally, but the 

other four schools would always take turns to win the first place. Only our M.Uni would always be in 

second place.” 

Speaking of this, the three of them sighed at the same time. 

Zi Yi was deep in thought for a moment before she asked, “Tell me more about the recent 

competitions.” 

Thus, the three of them started to delve deeper into the details. 

Unknowingly, it was already 11 a.m. 

Mrs. Lu was thinking that there would be a crowd after lessons and so, she left for M.Uni twenty 

minutes in advance. 

The moment she arrived at the entrance, she gave Zi Yia call. 

Zi Yi was currently sprinkling the chemical solution around M.Uni together with the three seniors and so, 

she said, “Mom, why don’t you head over to my cousin’s office in the School of Fine Arts? I’m currently 

on campus, but I’ll be going elsewhere later and you might not be able to find me.” 

Mrs. Lu was a little surprised. “What are you doing?” 

Zi Yi told her. “I’m removing the accumulated snow.” 

Mrs. Lu felt her heart ache for her. “How could the school let a girl like you remove the snow alone? It’s 

snowing so heavily outside, don’t catch a cold.” 

“Twon’t. Everything will be done on my side soon.” 

Mrs. Lu was still a little worried. “Alright then. I’ll head over to Xiangling’s place and wait for you. Make 

your way over quickly.” 

Zi Yi’s casual tone of voice sounded through the phone. “Alright~ I’ll be there soon!” 

After hanging up the phone, Mrs. Lu got the driver to drive to the office building near the School of Fine 

Arts. 

As soon as the car was parked, Dou Xiangling came out and greeted her with an umbrella. 

“Auntie Lu, you’re here.” 

Mrs. Lu alighted with a thermos flask and an umbrella in her hand, and Dou Xiangling hastily helped her 

with it. 

Mrs Lu said with a smile, “The weather is cold, so I came to give some soup for you two.” 

Dou Xiangling replied with a smile, “Thanks Auntie Lu.” 



She then continued to ask, “Auntie Lu, do you want to head over to my office or do you want to follow 

me to the canteen to order some dishes and wait for Yiyi?” 

The food selection in M.Uni’s canteen was pretty good and Mrs. Lu was well aware of it. Therefore, she 

did not get the cook to prepare a full lunch. 

“Let’s head over to the canteen. Yiyi said she’ll be coming shortly.” 

“Okay.” 

Thus, the two of them made their way towards the canteen. 

Some of the students who had walked past them along the way were discussing Zi Yi. 

“The study god is indeed the study god! Isn’t Zi Yi too amazing? With such a heavy snow today, she 

could even think of using chemicals to melt the snow and make it so that no snow has accumulated on 

the roads.” 

“That’s right. Last year the snow wasn’t as heavy as this year and the snow still accumulated 

everywhere. There was no way to ride a bicycle and it was easy to fall over even while walking. I 

remember many people were late for classes back then.” 

Hearing the topic of the students’ discussion, Mrs. Lu and Dou Xiangling made eye contact and smiled. 

Dou Xiangling said, “Viyi truly has tons of ideas. It has been snowing heavily in M.Uni these past two 

days and the accumulated snow has even reached our knees. I didn’t expect that she would be able to 

easily resolve this problem.” 

Mrs. Lu was also at ease. As long as Zi Yi was not manually shoveling the snow, everything was good. She 

revealed a smile and nodded. “My Yiyi is indeed smart.” 

The two of them leisurely made their way towards the canteen, while discussing Zi Yi. 

When they were about to reach the entrance of the canteen, Dou Xiangling suddenly received a call 

from Zhang Hanyu. 

She told him that she won’t be eating with him for lunch today and hung up the phone. 

After she hung up the phone, Mrs. Lu asked, “Xiangling, was that call from your boyfriend?” 

Dou Xiangling nodded. “Yes.” 

Mrs. Lu smiled and did not comment on anything else. 

Within the school grounds, when Zi Yi saw that the snow was more or less cleaned up, she said to the 

three seniors, “Let the drone continue cleaning up the areas we have yet to cover. I’m going to grab 

lunch now. You…” 

Zi Yi originally wanted to say that they should also go and grab their lunch, but before she could finish 

her sentence, Ge Tao took the initiative and said, “In order to thank you for teaching us so much 

chemistry knowledge, we’ll treat you to lunch today.” 

“My Mom and cousin have already ordered for me.” 

Zhang Zhibo said, “Why does that matter? We’ll treat Auntie and Teacher Dou together.” 



“That’s right. Junior Zi. You must let us treat you to lunch or else it will prick at our consciences.” 

Zivis”.” 

Therefore, when Zi Yi made her way to the canteen near the School of Fine Arts, there were three male 

students following behind her. 

As soon as the three male students saw Mrs. Lu and Dou Xiangling, they greeted both of them 

enthusiastically. 

“Hello Auntie, Hello Teacher Dou.” 

Mrs. Lu was surprised to see the three male students. 

Zi Yi explained to both of them. “These three seniors were helping me earlier and they said that they 

wanted to treat us to lunch.” 

Mrs. Lu thought that these male students were too enthusiastic and could it be that they had designs on 

Yiyi? Therefore, she deliberately said, “Yiyi, why didn’t you tell Mom that your friends are coming over 

to have lunch together? In that case, I would have ordered their share in advance too.” 

“Haha… no need for that. We’ll order for ourselves and that will do.” 

“That’s right. We originally planned to treat all of you to a meal, but we didn’t expect that Auntie and 

Teacher Dou had already ordered.” 

The three male students foolishly laughed with slight embarrassment. 

Mrs. Lu’s smile became kinder and she said, “It’s fine. It just so happens that my son has purchased 

some tonics and asked me to prepare soup for Yiyi to nourish her body. Since the three of you are here, 

let’s drink it together.” 

Chapter 544: Mrs. Lu’s Small Thoughts 

 

‘As soon as the three male students heard that, they suddenly thought of the fact that Zi Yi’s Mother 

had passed away when she was young. However, she was calling the lady in front of her Mom. So what 

did that mean? 

Could it be that the lady was Junior Zi’s future mother-in-law? 

The three of them came to a sudden realization at the same time. 

“Hahaha… Auntie, there’s no need for that. The three of us have big stomachs and the soup you brought 

for Zi Yi isn’t enough for all of us to share. You should eat first. We’ll go and order some food.” 

After Ge Tao said that, the three of them immediately headed towards the ordering station. 

Mrs. Lu looked away from them and poured out the soup from the thermal flask into a bowl she had 

asked for earlier, before she then placed it in front of Zi Yi. 

“Yiyi, the soup isn’t very hot now, so drink it when it’s warm.” 



She then turned to Dou Xiangling. “Xiangling, you should also have some. There’s no need to be 

reserved with me.” 

Dou Xiangling nodded her head and revealed a smile. “Okay, I won’t be reserved.” 

She poured a bow! for herself immediately afterwards. 

However, she was laughing brightly inside. 

It seemed like Auntie had deliberately said those words to send those three male students away, right? 

Zi Yi did not pay any attention to those things. She lifted the bowl and took a sip. “The soup you brewed 

is really delicious.” 

Mrs. Lu burst into joy and she said, “Drink more if that’s the case. Mom shall prepare soup for you often 

in the future.” 

After she visited a few more times, those youngsters would more or less know that she was Yiyi’s 

mother-in-law. 

Mrs. Lu lifted her chopsticks and grabbed a piece of vegetable to taste it. “M.Uni’s canteen is as good as 

before.” 

“Mom, you were a student of M.Uni in the past?” 

“That’s right. I’m from the School of Fine Arts and I majored in design.” 

“Ah, so Auntie is also knowledgeable in art!” 

“Haha, that’s right.” 

Dou Xiangling suddenly thought of the Song Jewelry under Mrs. Lu and she asked out of curiosity. 

“Auntie, the Song Jewelry has a very skilled and mysterious designer codenamed Miss S. Could that be 

Auntie?” 

Mrs. Lu nodded. “Yes, that’s me.” 

Dou Xiangling exclaimed in a low voice. “Oh heavens, so Auntie is Miss S! I’ve always liked the jewelry 

designs that Auntie designed.” 

Mrs. Lu smiled and turned to look at Zi Yi. “Viyi, when you are free, follow me to make a trip down to 

Song Jewelry to look around?” 

She already had plans to pass the jewelry shop to Zi Yi and she planned to bring her there to meet with 

the executives first. 

Zi Yi was unaware of her plans and nodded. “Okay.” 

The three of them continued to chat idly while they ate. 

After they finished the meal, Zi Yi suddenly noticed something amiss. “Where did the three seniors 

disappear to?” 



She then checked her surroundings and saw the three male students seated somewhere far away while 

waiting for her. She found it a little weird. 

Dou Xiangling laughed and said, “I presume that they found it awkward to come back and take a seat. 

After all, Auntie has prepared tonic soup for you and if they came over to sit, we would find it awkward 

to have them look at us while we drink it without sharing any with them.” 

Mrs. Lu agreed with Dou Xiangling’s explanation. “That’s right, I think what Xiangling said is right.” 

Mrs. Lu asked Zi Yi, “Viyi, will you be staying in school to remove the snow in the afternoon?” 

Zi Yi thought for a moment and shook her head. “I doubt it. The snow around the school grounds is more 

or less removed and I have to head over to the laboratory to do research in the afternoon.” 

Mrs. Lu breathed a sigh of relief in her heart. 

She was confident about Zi Yi, but was worried about those male students. 

Yiyi had such a beautiful appearance and it was normal for some of them to have a crush on her. 

‘The three of them stood up just then and as soon as Ge Tao saw Zi Yi, Mrs. Lu, and Dou Xiangling 

standing up, they came over to them. 

“Junior Zi, will we continue to remove snow later?” 

“Lwon’t be tagging along,” Zi Yi said to them. “I have to head to the laboratory later and the three of you 

can finish up the rest.” 

The three of them nodded their heads and took their leave. 

Looking at the three departing back views, Mrs. Lu was satisfied deep down. It seems like these three 

male students were rather tactful. 

Mrs. Lu then said to Zi Yi and Dou Xiangling, “Viyi, Xiangling, I’ll make my way back first then.” 

Before she left she said to Dou Xiangling, “Xiangling, if it’s still raining at night, come over to Yiyi’s place 

to stay. I’ll be staying there these coming days and you can come over to accompany me too.” 

Dou Xiangling nodded her head. “Alright, Auntie.” 

The three of them headed outside together. 

As soon as they came out of the canteen, they heard an exclamation from the side. “Oh heavens, this is 

so bad.” 

Another person hastily asked, “What happened?” 

‘The person showed her the phone. “Look, from the highway leaving the capital to L City, there was a 

series of car accidents where more than 30 cars had collided against each other due to the heavy snow 

and slippery roads.” 

“Sii-… It looks pretty serious.” 

“Lhope that those people are safe.” 

The two of them lifted their umbrellas and walked away. 



Zi Yi and Dou Xiangling sent Mrs. Lu to the car. 

Mrs. Lu said, “Yiyi, drive slower when you come home later. I checked the weather forecast and it said 

that it would be even colder in the afternoon. The accumulation of snow on the road would definitely be 

more severe.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Mom, don’t worry. I’ll make a call to Ah Jing and have him get someone to 

remove the snow on the road that I always use.” 

Mrs. Lu nodded her head and only then did she get in the car and leave. 

Zi Yi took out a circular ball from her pocket and it unfolded into a flat disc. She then stuck it to one of 

the car tires before she stepped aside a little. 

‘The car drove away soon after. 

‘When the car disappeared from her line of sight, Dou Xiangling asked Zi Yi, “Viyi, do you want to return 

to my office first to take a rest?” 

Zi Yi shook her head and just as she was about to speak, she saw Zhang Hanyu walking over with an 

umbrella in his hand. 

Dou Xiangling had also noticed him. 

After Zhang Hanyu made his way over, he revealed a smile and greeted Zi yi with a ‘hello’ before he 

spoke to Dou Xiangling. “You helped me with several lessons the last time and it just so happens that I 

don’t have any lessons in the afternoon. Why don’t I help you take over your class? You’ll have time to 

draw your design drawings in that case.” 

Dou Xiangling revealed a smile and nodded her head. “Sure. I was just thinking of drawing out the 

interior design of the art gallery within these next wfew days.” 

She then turned to look at Zi Yi. “Yiyi, we’ll be leaving first then.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. 

Zhang Hanyu tilted the umbrella in his hands towards Dou Xiangling and stopped her from opening 

another umbrella. The two of them left while walking side by side. 

Zi Yi waited for them to walk further away before she turned around and walked to the School of 

Science and Technology. 

However, she did not manage to walk a long distance before she received a call from the dean. 

The Dean’s tone of voice sounded very serious, as he called for her to make a trip to his office right 

away. 

By the time Zi Yi made her way over, she noticed several police cars parked outside the office building, 

but she did not pay them much attention. 

She walked to the entrance and closed the umbrella in her hand. After she put her umbrella in the 

umbrella stand, she pushed the glass door and entered the building. 



There was only a single teacher in the building right now. She hastily came over to Zi Yi when she saw 

her walking in. “Student Zi, you’re here. The Dean asked you to head over directly to his office to look 

for him.” 

Zi Yi nodded and headed upstairs. 

‘When she arrived at the Dean’s office, she knocked on the door. 

The door was immediately opened for her. 

The one opening the door for her was a man wearing a uniform. 

He saw Zi Yi and made way for her to enter. 

There were several other uniformed individuals standing inside. 

Only the Dean and another middle-aged man, who was wearing a military coat that prevented one from 

discerning his rank, were seated. 

The atmosphere inside the office seemed a little too serious. 

The Dean called out to her. “Little Zi, come in..” 

Chapter 545: Zi Yi Talks About a Condition With the Higher-Ups 

 

The moment Zi Yi entered, the uniformed individuals made way for her. 

She walked in and only stopped when she was about a meter away from the sofa. 

‘The middle-aged man wearing the military coat gave off a very strong and robust aura. Within his firm 

gaze was contained a sharpness that made people unconsciously feel respect for him. 

While the middle-aged man was sizing her up, Zi Yi stood with composure and returned his gaze with a 

nod before she looked at the Dean. “Dean, why were you looking for me?” 

A trace of surprise flashed past the middle-aged man’s eyes. 

There was actually someone that did not fear him? 

Even the Dean was also momentarily surprised for a moment before he said with a smile, “It’s not me 

that’s looking for you. It’s Mr. Zheng over here.” 

The Dean did not introduce Mr. Zheng’s identity and Zi Yi did not inquire any further either. She turned 

her head and looked at Mr. Zheng. 

After meeting him face to face, Zi Yi noticed that there was a long scar from the left cheek of his face to 

the base of his ears. This scar was very light and it should have been from quite some time back. 

‘Mr. Zheng’s appearance was very masculine and even though the scar had faded, it would still cause 

people’s heartbeat to quicken if they took another peek at him. 

Zi Yi stopped sizing him up and asked, “I wonder why Mr. Zheng is looking for me?” 



Mr. Zheng was silently nodding in his heart. There were only a few people that could stare at him 

straight on, not to mention the person standing in front of him now was such a young lady. He went 

straight to the point. “I heard that you are able to melt the snow on the road surfaces and prevent it 

from 

accumulating more snow. I hope that you can help us remove the accumulated snow in the capital and 

the surrounding expressways.” 

Zi Yi lowered her eyes and did not immediately agree to his request. 

‘The Dean who was seated saw Zi Yi’s reaction and thought that she was in a difficult situation and so, 

he asked, “Student Zi, are you able to get rid of such a large quantity of snow?” 

Zi Yi glanced at the Dean, but she still did not immediately speak up. 

She was calculating the range and quantity of snow there was to remove throughout the entire capital 

and the surrounding expressways. 

The Dean could not discern what she was thinking and was afraid that Mr. Zheng might get angry. 

Therefore, he took it in his own hands and explained. “Mr. Zheng, the scale between M.Uni and the city 

is very different. The project scale to remove the accumulated snow for the entire capital must be very 

large and Student Zi is only a young lady, and so how could she possibly accomplish such a feat?” 

Mr. Zheng nodded his head. “Student Zi doesn’t have to worry about that. People from the State’s 

Chemical Laboratory will be there to assist you. Also, I will dispatch a team of guards to follow your 

arrangement.” 

Zi Yi suddenly had an idea upon hearing what he said. She finally looked up and said to him, “I can help, 

but I have a condition.” 

The Dean felt his heart palpitating. 

How could this child bring up the matter of a condition in front of Mr. Zheng? 

It had to be known that working for the country was something glorious and it would be beneficial for 

her reputation in the future. 

Why did that child become so muddle-headed during such a juncture? 

Mr. Zheng was also surprised that Zi Yi would mention a condition. However, he did not immediately 

reject it and said, “Speak.” 

“When this incident gets reported, put my name at the forefront.” 

‘The Dean and Mr. Zheng were surprised at the same time. 

However, if she was really able to resolve the problem of the accumulated snow, she ought to receive 

fame. 

Mr. Zheng agreed to her condition. 

Zi Yi was finally satisfied and she asked, “Other than those people that Mr. Zheng had mentioned earlier, 

are there others who are involved?” 

“Other than a few other professors from the Chemical Laboratory, there’s also your Second Uncle and 

his team.” 



Speaking of this, Mr. Zheng even deliberately added and said, “Little Lu is also involved.” 

“Ah Jing?” 

“That’s right,” Mr. Zheng said. “During the car accident, thanks to him rescuing the injured from the 

cars, our medical team gained time to rescue the patients. Otherwise, the casualties would have been 

very severe.” 

Zi Yi subconsciously asked, “Why is Ah Jing there? Is he alright?” 

“Little Lu is fine. He had just left the city when he encountered that car accident. Moreover, it was Little 

Lu who suggested that I come looking for you.” 

Zi Yi finally breathed a sigh of relief after hearing his words. 

Everything is okay as long as her Ah Jing was doing fine. 

Mr. Zheng saw her reaction and suddenly discovered that the young lady in front of him was, in fact, 

rather adorable. 

It could be considered that Little Lu had benefited greatly. 

He continued to ask, “Are you willing to leave with me now?” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Fine, but before this, you had better get people to prepare some things.” 

“T’ve had a conversation with the Dean earlier and got to know what chemicals you had used. I’ve 

already gotten my men to prepare them.” 

“No.” Zi Yi’s expression turned serious. “The chemicals used in M.Uni cannot be used in the city.” 

“Why?” Mr. Zheng’s expression turned serious. 

Zi Yi said with a kind expression, “Because the costs are too high.” 

Mr. Zheng suddenly noticed that the young lady was also a little mischievous. 

Zi Yi did not bother to look at Mr. Zheng’s expression as she continued to speak. “Take chemical X as an 

example. We only need a few hundred grams to cover the area of M.Uni. However, a single gram costs 

tens of dollars and if we are planning to use it throughout the entire city and the expressway, not 

to mention how much money would have to be spent, there might not even be enough chemical X to go 

around.” 

Mr. Zheng nodded his head. “Then what do you need?” 

“Ineed…” Zi Yi told him a list of chemicals she needed. 

Mr. Zheng motioned for a subordinate who was writing down the chemicals. “Immediately inform the 

respective departments and get them to prepare.” 

“Yes.” 

Mr. Zheng stood up from the sofa and said, “Let’s leave now.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head and followed him as they went outside the office. 



“Get the School of Science and Technology to add your credit points,” the Dean said. 

Zi Yi nodded her head and left together with Mr. Zheng. 

After coming out of the office building, Mr. Zheng called for Zi Yi to take his car. 

‘When the car drove out, he suddenly asked, “I heard that you and Little Lu are getting married soon?” 

“We are already married.” Zi Yi spoke while Mr. Zheng looked at her with a surprised gaze. “However, 

we have yet to hold the wedding reception. Therefore we have scheduled the wedding banquet for the 

24th of this month.” 

Mr. Zheng was momentarily silent before he said, “You seem as if you had only just turned eighteen.” 

“Can’t I get married?” 

Mr. Zheng did not expect Zi Yi to ask him such a question. However, he became interested and started 

chatting with her. “Disregarding the fact that you have yet to reach the age of legal marriage’, based on 

my understanding of Elder Lu, he would not agree to your marriage.” 

Zi Yi remained silent for a few seconds and muttered, “Ah Jing’s Grandfather’s overbearingness is indeed 

well-known.” 

Mr. Zheng opened his mouth. He very much wanted to remind the young lady seated next to him that 

he and Elder Lu belonged to the same system. Even if he had retired, it doesn’t seem to be a good idea 

to badmouth him in front of him, right? 

Zi Yi glanced at Mr. Zheng and the comer of her lips curved up. “Ah Jing has already been kicked out by 

Patriarch Lu. He’s now my man and isn’t it normal for us to get married?” 

Mr. Zheng: “…” 

He had also heard about this news. He did not expect that Little Lu would take it to this extent for such a 

young lady. He did not know if he should admire him or describe him as being over courageous. 

Mr. Zheng thought that Zi Yi still wanted to say something, but he did not expect her to take out her 

phone and start scrolling on it. 

He suddenly felt that the young lady next to him was not a simple character. 

Chapter 546: Zi Yi Becomes Famous 

 

The car drove directly to the command center in the middle of the capital city. 

Everyone in the command center was in a hurry, as they were extremely busy. 

Mr. Zheng led Zi Yi to a large room on the first floor. 

There was already a group of people gathered there. 

“Second Uncle, Engineer Song, Engineer Li, Engineer Lu.” 

Zi Yi walked in and saw several familiar faces and called out to them. 



Everyone looked in her direction. 

The five of them were momentarily surprised when they saw her but after that they smiled and nodded 

at her. “Little Zi, you’re here too.” 

Zi Yi looked at Mr. Zheng who was standing beside them. 

‘The others had also looked in his direction. 

Mr. Zheng spoke up. “Let me introduce you. This is Student Zi Yi from M.Uni. I have invited her here.” 

He then motioned for Zi Yi to follow him. 

First, he led her to another group of people next to Dou Xiaoyong’s group and introduced them to Zi Yi. 

“This is Professor Liu, Professor Li, Professor Zhang, and Professor Deng from the Chemistry Research 

Laboratory.” 

‘The four of them looked at Zi Yi and traces of doubt flashed past their eyes. 

Professor Zhang asked her, “You should be a freshman, correct?” 

Zi Yi nodded her head and said, “Yes.” 

Professor Zhang suddenly asked her a few difficult chemical equations. 

Zi Yi answered all of them correctly. 

Professor Zhang continued asking her with a serious expression, “We have taken a look at the 

components of the solution you had used to melt the snow in M.Uni. Amongst the components, 

chemical X and chemical Y will produce a poisonous chemical if mixed together. Don’t you know that?” 

“Iknow. Therefore, I had used another type of chemical to neutralize it.” 

Professor Zhang slightly frowned. They had just looked through the chemicals Zi Yi used to remove the 

snow and none of them had ever thought of using another different chemical to neutralize the poison 

produced when chemical X and chemical Y are mixed together. Therefore, they were still rather 

suspicious about it. 

Dou Xiaoyong who was standing next to them could not take it anymore and he came over. “Little Zi has 

successfully removed the accumulated snow in M.Uni and be it the buildings or plants, none of them 

were affected. It has already proved that the solution she made does not have any side effects.” 

“That might not necessarily be so.” Professor Deng said, “Not having any effects on buildings and plants 

does not mean it will not affect humans. After chemical X and chemical Y are neutralized, perhaps it 

might have transformed into a slow-acting toxin. 

“How is that possible?!” Dou Xiaoyong felt that those researchers had a prejudice against his niece and 

he was just about to reason it out with them. 

Just then, the sound of footsteps could be heard from outside. 

Everyone subconsciously turned to look in that direction. 

Lu Jingye and two middle-aged men, who obviously looked like higher-ups, had entered through the 

door. 



The two middle-aged men held a high position and naturally, they would give off an aura that was 

different compared to ordinary people. 

Lu Jingye was walking in between the two of them, but he did not appear to be at a disadvantage in the 

slightest. Instead, his gentle, jade-like aura was even more conspicuous. 

Behind the three of them were also several uniformed individuals who were carrying apparatus for 

experiments. 

“Ah Jing,” Zi Yi saw Lu Jingye and called out to him. 

Lu Jingye took large strides and came over to her, before he then asked, “When did you arrive 

“Just a moment ago.” 

She then turned to look at the researchers. 

Lu Jingye saw their expressions and more or less guessed what had happened. He turned around and 

said to the uniformed individuals who were carrying the apparatuses, “Bring them over here.” 

They carried the apparatuses to his side and placed it next to the researchers. 

Lu Jingye said, “I believe you must have your doubts about the chemical solution Zi Yi used to remove 

the accumulated snow in M.Uni. It just so happens that I had gathered all the chemical reagents she had 

used before. You can try mixing the solution now and experiment on it 

‘The researchers made eye contact with each other. Without saying anything, they walked over to the 

apparatus and started to do experiments. 

Lu Jingye said to Zi Yi, “Yiyi, come with me.” 

He then led Zi Yi to Mr. Qin and the other middle-aged man. 

“This is Mr. An. He is responsible for transportation.” 

Zi Yi gave him a greeting, “Mr. An.” 

She then looked in the direction of Mr. Qin. 

Mr. Qin said with a smile, “Little Zi, I didn’t expect Mr. Zheng to have invited you over.” 

Mr. Zheng also made his way over and said, “I took a look around M.Uni. The chemical solution Little Zi 

used is really effective.” 

He then turned to look at Zi Yi. “We also have the relevant technology to remove snow, but it is snowing 

too heavily. The removal of the snow is a huge project and not to mention, the staff has to be on 

standby for 24 hours. Little Lu showed me your school’s forum and there were many students who 

uploaded photos of the situation on the school grounds. Only then did I come to know that Little Zi has 

such an effective snow removal method.” 

Zi Yi tumed to look at Lu Jingye and he looked at her with a smile in his eyes. 

He would log in to M.Uni’s school forum these days from time to time. There were many stories related 

to his girlfriend that he liked to look through. 



Even if he was not by her side, he could know what she had done in school. 

Zi Yi seemed to have also guessed something and the corner of her lips curled up. 

This made the three middle-aged men standing near them feel that they were being lightbulbs”. 

Mr. Qin asked, “Old Zheng sent a list earlier. Were the chemical reagents written by Little Zi?” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “That’s right. It is also a type of snow removal solution.” 

Mr. Zheng thought about it and asked, “Student Zi, the temperature of the expressways in the 

downtown area and the city differs. Can the snow removal solution you gave us remove the 

accumulated snow and prevent snow from piling up similar to the M.Uni’s school grounds?” 

“Yes, but the quantity used for the respective areas are different.” 

‘The three of them breathed a sigh of relief at her words. 

‘Mr. Qin spoke up. “When you complete the snow removal solution, you should go and look for your 

Uncle. His team has brought along drones and outdoor robots and you can directly discuss with him 

what you intend to do.” 

Mr. Zheng added on and said, “You can also inform me directly if you require any assistance or 

cooperation.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head and turned to look at the chemistry professors. 

By this time, they have already finished checking what the reactions were of the chemicals Zi Yi had used 

when they combined them together. 

All of them were silent. 

As soon as the three middle-aged men saw their expressions, they knew that there was no problem with 

the chemical solution Zi Yi had mixed. 

Mr. Zheng said to the rest, “Let’s start working.” 

Soon, Zi Yi led a few chemistry professors as they mixed the chemical solution together. 

Everyone was busy with their work and half a day’s time had passed by ina flash. 

When they saw that all the accumulated snow in the city and the expressways were removed, and that 

there was no more snow that piled up on the roads afterwards, everyone had smiles on their faces. 

This incident soon spread to other provinces and cities with severe snowstorms. Mr. Zheng and Mr. An 

had received calls for help at the same time. 

The two of them revealed the required chemical reagent for the snow removal solution and the formula 

for mixing it correctly. 

In less than a day’s time, the urban areas and expressways in those provinces and cities had all resumed 

their usual operation and there was no longer any news of traffic accidents. 

At the same time, when Zi Yi’s snow removal method was reported, she became famous. 



By the time everything was settled, it was already 5 p.m. 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye stood next to each other as they faced the three higher-ups. 

Chapter 547: I Am Little Yi’s Uncle. Our Family Supports Her Choices. 

 

Mr. An said to Zi Yi, “Student Zi has made great contributions this time and I will certainly report this 

matter to my superiors.” 

Mr. Zheng also said, “Little Zi, what reward do you want? We can report it to the higher-ups.” 

Zi Yi shook her head. “I don’t need any rewards.” She then tured to make eye contact with Lu Jingye. 

“When Ah Jing and I hold our wedding reception, you are all welcomed to join us.” 

Traces of a smile flashed past Lu Jingye’s eyes. 

The three leaders were momentarily surprised at her words before they revealed a smile. 

Mr. Qin was the first to show his stance. “Little Zi and Little Lu have done us a great favor this time and I 

will certainly come to your wedding reception.” 

Mr. Zheng and Mr. An had also followed suit and expressed that they will be attending. 

Zi Yi was satisfied with their response and she remained standing next to Lu Jingye, allowing him to 

discuss other matters with them. 

Just then, the chemistry professors came towards her. 

Professor Zhang asked, “Student Zi, I believe you are a student majoring in chemistry at M.Uni?” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Sort of.” 

She had chosen to learn some modules offered by that major. 

When Professor Zhang heard her reply, he was thinking about what she meant by sort of. 

However, he did not pry further and said, “You are very gifted in chemistry. You should continue 

studying hard when you go back. When you graduate in the future, I hope that you’ll come to our 

research lab to work.” 

Before Zi Yi had the chance to speak, a few mechanical engineers walked over to where they were and 

answered on her behalf. “Student Zi most likely doesn’t have time to visit your laboratory.” 

Professor Zhang furrowed his brows. “Why doesn’t she have time? Since she’s a student majoring in 

chemistry, it’s her best choice to work in a research lab.” 

Engineer Tang spoke with an air of superiority. “Little Zi is a researcher in our robot R&D center and she 

will definitely be coming over to our place in the future. Where would she have time for your research 

lab?” 

“Heh! I find that strange. Student Zi is clearly majoring in chemistry and so why would she head to your 

robotics R&D center?” Professor Zhang felt that Engineer Tang was competing with him for Zi Yi’s talent. 



Engineer Tang smiled. “You might not be aware of it, but Little Zi is not only a student of the School of 

Science and Technology, but she’s also a student of the School of Mechanical Engineering, the School of 

Information Technology, the School of Liberal Arts…” 

“What?” 

The professors looked at her in surprise. 

“Why is Student Zi studying so many majors?” 

“You’re taking so many majors all at once, are you able to allocate your schedule properly?” 

“Student Zi, nothing can be accomplished in one single effort and the essence of learning new things is 

not in quantity. Why don’t you excel in one major first before taking on other majors?” 

Looking at how the professors started to educate Zi Yi, Dou Xiaoyong could not endure it any further. 

He spoke up and said, “Our Little Yi knows best whether she is able to cope with so many majors. As 

long as she likes it, we will definitely support her choices.” 

Professor Zhang looked at Dou Xiaoyong with an inexplicable gaze. He very much wanted to ask if it was 

alright for him to use such a tone as if he was Zi Yi’s parents. 

Unexpectedly, Dou Xiaoyong’s lips curled up and he introduced himself. “I am Zi Yi’s Uncle. All our family 

member supports her choices.” 

Professor Zhang: “…” 

Professor Deng spoke up. “So Zi Yi is Elder Dou’s granddaughter.” 

“That’s right.” 

The professors suddenly tumed silent. 

Only then was Dou Xiaoyong satisfied. Don’t think that our Little Zi is someone you can invite as and 

when you like! 

Mr. Qin who was standing next to them heard their conversation and said with a smile, “Everyone, we 

have reserved two tables in a hotel, let’s head over and have a meal first.” 

It just so happens to be dinner time and thus, everyone did not reject his invitation and all of them 

headed to the hotel together. 

‘The Guobin Hotel was a place often used to receive guests. The building’s architecture, interior, and 

service were all top-notch. With a single phone call, the hotel manager would arrange everything well. 

‘When the group arrived at the hotel and took a seat in their private room, the waiters started serving 

the dishes. 

Everyone started discussing today’s incident over dinner. 

“If I knew that Little Zi is capable of resolving the accumulated snow on the road, the massive traffic 

accident today would not have happened.” 

Upon mentioning this, everyone’s mood started to get affected. 



“Fortunately Little Lu was passing by that area at that point in time. He led his men to rescue those who 

were seriously injured, brought them out of their cars, and even gave them emergency treatment, thus 

earning time for our rescue team and reducing the death toll to the minimum. This is truly a 

fortunate thing amongst such misfortune.” 

After Mr. Zheng said that, everyone turned to look at Lu Jingye. 

They were not unfamiliar with his name. The Lu Group was involved in many different industries and he 

would occasionally work together with the government on different projects. Therefore, he more or less 

had dealings with them all. 

However, the group of chemistry professors was not aware that he had left the Lu Group. Professor Liu 

asked, “Little Lu, why hasn’t anyone from the Lu Group been coming over to contact us about the 

project?” 

“Oh, they haven’t?” Lu Jingye said in an apologetic tone, “I am no longer the President of the Lu Group 

and all these things have been passed on to my eldest cousin to take charge of. Professor Liu, you can 

directly contact him through his phone to check.” 

“Little Lu, why have you left the Lu Group?” Professor Zhang furrowed his eyebrows. “Only you and the 

team led by Zhang Tian are familiar with the project. Where’s Zhang Tian?” 

Lu Jingye did not mention that Zhang Tian had been fired by Lu Zhiheng and he only said, “I’m not really 

sure on this matter. Professor Zhang, you can also call to check.” 

Professor Zhang would certainly call to check. 

The project their laboratory was cooperating on with the Lu Group was of great importance. Both sides 

are involved in the research and now that they are unable to get in touch with the other party’s person 

in-charge, there was no way for their project to continue its progress. 

Lu Jingye didn’t say much nor did he continue talking about this topic. Instead, he concentrated on 

tasting the dishes. 

That’s right, he was tasting the dishes, He would have a small bite of every dish and whichever he found 

to be delicious, he would grab some for Zi Yi. 

“Yiyi, this dish tastes good.” 

Zi Yiate the food he placed in her bowl and said, “You should eat more too.” 

In fact, their actions were not considered very chummy. It was simply grabbing food and tasting it, but 

the atmosphere around them seemed to be pink. It caused the group of middle-aged men to feel as if 

they had interrupted their alone time. 

Mr. Zheng suddenly thought of the condition Zi Yi had brought up before she came. He spoke in a joking 

tone. “Student Zi, you had specially brought up a condition of placing your name at the forefront of this 

situations solution. Could it be that you have other ulterior motives?” 

Zi Yi looked up. Without concealing anything, she said, “It’s so that everyone can see my name at the 

very first glance.” 

Mr. Zheng: “…” 



He suddenly understood Zi Yi’s intentions. 

This young lady most likely wanted Patriarch Lu to see her name, right? 

Mr. Zheng felt that the young lady was indeed not a simple character. 

After dinner, the group headed outside the hotel. 

Professor Zhang asked Zi Yi, “Little Zi, will you be coming over tomorrow?” 

It would most likely continue snowing in the following days and the chemical solution they prepared 

together with Zi Yi would only suffice for one day. They had to prepare more solutions for tomorrow. 

“Twon’t be coming, I have lessons tomorrow.” 

Everyone knew that Zi Yi was taking several different majors. Having heard what she said, Professor 

Zhang did not say anything else.. 

Chapter 548: Some Matters Are Best Kept to Yourself. There’s No Need to Say It Aloud 

 

Not long later, several cars drove over. 

The Engineers and Chemistry Professors had come to the hotel in the cars provided by their labs and so 

returned from the hotel in them. Everyone else bade farewell and got into their respective cars. 

Dou Xiaoyong did not leave with them. He was planning to take Lu Jingye’s car. 

Lu Jingye was currently speaking to the three higher-ups and they clearly felt regret that he had left the 

Lu Group. At the same time, they knew that it was a result of Patriarch Lu’s tyranny. Even though they 

did not say it directly, their words were implying that they hoped Lu Jingye would venture out 

alone. 

Mr. Zheng said, “With Little Lu’s capabilities, it’s not difficult to create another Lu Group. We are used to 

working with you and it’s simply not the same when working with someone else.” 

Lu Jingye did not give them any promises. He merely tactfully said that he only has plans to expand his 

mother’s Song Jewelry company. 

Dou Xiaoyong suddenly laughed and said to Zi Yi, “l am suddenly no longer worried about Little Lu. This 

child is very assertive and he has his plans.” 

Zi Yi’s eyes curved into crescent moons upon hearing Dou Xiaoyong’s praise for Lu Jingye. 

Lu Jingye continued chatting with the three higher-ups for a short while before he bade them farewell 

and got in the car together with Zi Yi. 

Before their car drove away, Mr. Qin said to Zi Yi, “Little Zi, if you are busy during this period of time, 

there’s no need to visit the R&D center for the time being.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Okay.” 

After giving their goodbyes, their car drove out. 



When the car was some distance away, Dou Xiaoyong finally asked, “Little Lu, why were you in the 

suburbs today? Moreover, not to mention you just so happened to be near the accident site?” 

Dou Xiaoyong was not doubting him, he was just merely surprised. It was snowing so heavily today and 

supposedly Lu Jingye should not have come out if there was nothing on. 

Zi Yi also looked at him curiously. 

Lu Jingye said, “A batch of wedding materials I purchased just so happened to have passed through that 

road. Before the accident occurred, the truck driver called and informed me that it was difficult for cars 

to drive through. He asked for me to send someone to meet him to collect the goods. Therefore, I 

personally went to collect it.” 

Since it was materials used for their wedding, he would certainly attach great importance to them. 

“So that’s the case. I didn’t expect it to be such a coincidence.” 

Dou Xiaoyong praised him. “Little Lu has done well. With your small act of kindness and Little Zi’s skills, 

the both of you had easily invited three higher-ups to the wedding. No one would dare to mess around 

during the reception now.” 

Didn’t Patriarch Lu think that Lu Jingye was nothing without the Lu Family as his backing? 

‘When the time comes and the three higher-ups attend the wedding, they’d like to see if he would still 

be able to hold up the pride he cared so much about. 

At the thought of that, Dou Xiaoyong was suddenly in a good mood. 

His gaze towards Lu Jingye had also turned amicable. “Your actions were right. Even if we can’t change 

your Grandfather’s thoughts, you shouldn’t let yourself suffer either.” 

Lu Jingye nodded and titled his head to look at Zi Yi. 

She simply stretched out her hand to grab his hand. 

Lu Jingye covered his hand over hers. 

Dou Xiaoyong saw their small actions and smiled as he turned his head to look outside. 

They sent Dou Xiaoyong back to the Dou Family residence first. 

It was around 9 p.m at that time and Dou Xiaoyong said to the two of them, “Why don’t you two stay 

here tonight?” 

Zi Yi shook her head. “Mom is alone at home and she would be worried if we don’t go home.” 

Dou Xiaoyong did not continue to hold them back. 

Not long after the car drove out of the Dou Family residence, they were met with another incoming car. 

Dou Xiangling and Zhang Hanyu were seated inside. 

Zi Yi quickly got the driver to park the car to the side of the road. 

The opposite car had also stopped next to them. 



Zi Yi rolled down the windows and lay on the window frame as she asked, “Cousin, why have you come 

back so late?” 

Zhang Hanyu was driving the car and Dou Xiangling sat in the passenger’s seat. 

Dou Xiangling rolled down the windows and said, “I suddenly had a surge of inspiration today and 

completed the design for our art gallery. I didn’t expect it to end so late.” 

Her voice contained traces of surprise. “Yiyi, why are you and Little Lu here?” 

Zi Yi glanced at Zhang Hanyu. 

When Zhang Hanyu sensed her gaze in his direction, he smiled and returned her gaze with a nod. 

Zi Yi explained to Dou Xiangling. “We sent Second Uncle back.” 

Dou Xiangling replied with an ‘oh’ and quickly urged her. “It’s cold tonight, you should go back soon!” 

“Okay.” 

The windows of both cars rolled up at the same time and they drove away in different directions. 

When their car drove out of the neighborhood, Zi Yi suddenly said, “Ah Jing, I want to wait.” 

She suddenly wanted to see where Zhang Hanyu would be heading to. 

Lu Jingye did not ask her for the reason and got the driver to stop the car. 

Zi Yi said, “Park somewhere further away. It is best if you park somewhere where the cars passing by 

won’t be able to see our car.” 

‘The driver then drove the car to a concealed corner and stopped. 

Lu Jingye guessed what she wanted to do. “If you still don’t trust him, I’ll send two men to watch over 

him.” 

Zi Yi shook her head. “I can feel that Zhang Hanyu really likes my cousin, but I often feel that he is 

unworthy of her. However, I can’t possibly say that to my cousin, so I just want to see what he will be 

doing next.” 

Zi Yi had never been one that cared about family statuses, but the feeling Zhang Hanyu gave her was 

extremely complicated and she had no choice but to be wary of him. 

“sent an invisible robot to protect my cousin and I’m not exactly worried that he would really do 

anything to her.” 

Dou Xiangling was from a scholarly family and she cherished herself very much. She would not mess 

around with Zhang Hanyu before their marriage and Zi Yi was at ease about that. 

Lu Jingye looked at Zi Yi who revealed a struggling expression. He knew that she had such feelings 

precisely because she cared about Dou Xiangling very much. “Since you wish to follow him, we might as 

well change cars.” 

Zi Yi tumed her head in his direction. 



Lu Jingye took out his phone and dialed a number. After the other party answered the phone, he said, 

“I’m near the neighborhood of your place and my car broke down. Can you lend me your car?” 

Zi Yi looked at Lu Jingye, who hung up the phone, with a burning gaze. 

Lu Jingye said, “It just so happens that one of my schoolmates lives here. He’s teaching in M.Uni’s School 

of Finance. 

Before long, they saw a car driving out of the neighborhood. 

Lu Jingye’s phone started to ring. 

He answered the call and said to the other party, “Drive to your left.” 

Lu Jingye and Zi Yi alighted from their car after the car came closer. 

A wave of cold air assaulted them and just as Zi Yi shrunk her neck, she was wrapped in Lu Jingye’s coat. 

The two of them walked side by side towards the car. 

The other party alighted at the same time. He was a tall, slender and intellectual young man, wearing a 

pair of gold-rimmed glasses. 

The man looked at them with a taut expression. He pushed his glasses up his nose and handed the key 

to Lu Jingye before he briefly said, “Just make sure to drive the car to school tomorrow.” 

Lu Jingye took the keys and the other party turned to leave. 

Zi Yi looked at the man who did not even bother to greet them and said to Lu Jingye, “Ah Jing, we must 

have disturbed his good time.” 

Her words caused the young man, who had not walked far, to slightly trip. 

Lu Jingye lowered his head and looked at the young lady wrapped in his coat where only her head was 

exposed. His hand that was placed on her waist gave a slight squeeze. 

Zi Yi blinked her pair of beautiful eyes at him and revealed an innocent expression. “Did I say anything 

wrong?” 

Lu Jingye said, “Some matters are best kept to yourself. There’s no need to say it aloud.” 

The young man: ” 

Chapter 549: Following Zhang Hanyu and Discovering His Secret 

 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye did not have to wait long before they saw Zhang Hanyu’s car driving out. 

If Lu Jingye wanted to follow a person, he was capable of making it so that the other party would not 

notice anything. 

Unexpectedly, Zhang Hanyu had directly returned to the residential area where the faculty and staff of 

M.Uni resided at. They did not notice anything out of place. 



Lu Jingye parked the car at a building slightly further away and after waiting for Zhang Hanyu to enter 

the building, Zi Yi took out her phone and connected to the surveillance cameras in that building. 

‘There was a surveillance camera at the entrance and exit of each floor’s corridor and Zhang Hanyu lived 

in apartment 505 on the fifth floor. 

Everything was normal. 

Zhang Hanyu unlocked the door and went in. 

Zi Yi directly hacked into Zhang Hanyu’s personal computer and secretly switched on the camera 

function. 

However, Zhang Hanyu had directly taken off his clothes at that moment. 

Zi Yi blinked her eyes and the next second, Lu Jingye took over her phone. 

He said solemnly, “Tl monitor.” 

He even tilted his body to hide the phone after saying that. 
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Zi Yi did not have an interest in looking at another man’s body either way. She just sat there lazily and 

played around with the hem of his clothes. 

Sometime later, she asked, “What’s Zhang Hanyu doing?” 

Lu Jingye’s expression was a little serious. “Undressing.” 

ZiYi 

Lu Jingye continued to speak. “He did not take a shower but instead, he went over to his canvas.” 

ZiYi:”..” 

Lu Jingye furrowed his brows. “The back of the painting is facing the camera. After he removed the cloth 

covering the canvas… (The following scene shall be left up to the reader’s imagination)” Lu Jingye 

suddenly turned off the sound of the video. 4 

Even if he had turned off the sound, Zi Yi still heard what she was not supposed to have heard. 

Her face turned black. 

“To think that he has such a habit!” 

It was normal for painters to have some strange habits, but Zhang Hanyu was her cousin’s boyfriend and 

Zi Yi was somewhat unhappy. 

She took out a circular ball from her pocket, rolled down the window, and threw it out. 

The ball quickly transformed into a mechanical dragonfly and flew to Zhang Hanyu’s apartment on the 

fifth floor. 

The windows of his apartment were shut tight and there were also thick curtains drawn closed. 



‘The mechanical dragonfly had no way of entering. 

Lu Jingye said, “If you want to know what he has painted, I’ll send my men to enter and check later.” 

“Lwant to know right now.” 

Zi Yi rolled down the windows once again and called out. “Shadow II” 
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A voice sounded out of nowhere. “Master.” 

“Go to apartment 505 and see what Zhang Hanyu has drawn.” 

“Yes.” 

After Shadow II’s voice disappeared, Zi Yi rolled up the window and said, “My cousin is a very traditional 

woman. Moreover, with the environment she has grown up in since her childhood, she would not be 

able to accept it if she were to really live with a man with such hobbies.” 

Lu Jingye sighed and raised his hand to grab onto hers. “If you want to make them break up, you cannot 

use methods that are too direct.” 

“Then what should I do?” 

Lu Jingye analyzed for her. “Zhang Hanyu has always adopted the method of slowly boiling a frog”. His 

plan was to have your cousin slowly get accustomed to his presence and end up being unable to live 

without him.” 

Zi Yi thought about what Zhang Hanyu had done for her cousin in the past and a frown appeared on her 

face. 

“In the beginning, my cousin told me that she didn’t have romantic feelings for Zhang Hanyu. It was only 

after he had rescued my cousin the second time by blocking the knife for her that she started to have 

feelings for him.” 

Speaking of this, her frown tightened even further. “He was present both times my cousin encountered 

danger. If not for the fact that I had checked his identity and it came back clean, I would even suspect 

that someone had sent him to approach my cousin.” 

Lu Jingye tightened his grip on her hand and said, “This kind of person would certainly have his own 

motives for approaching your cousin. Let’s wait and see what he has drawn first.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head and motioned to him. “You can directly connect the mobile phone to Shadow I!’s 

eyes. 

Lu Jingye took the phone and Zi Yi explained to him how to operate it. 

Soon, the phone connected to Shadow II’s eyes. 

Lu Jingye said, “Shadow has already arrived at 505 and he has knocked on the door.” 

Zhang Hanyu quickly covered the canvas upon hearing knocking sounds. He wore his pants and opened 

the door with an unhappy expression, looking as if he was about to take a shower. 



Unexpectedly, there was no one outside. He merely stood there blankly for two seconds before he 

closed the door. 

‘When Zhang Hanyu was closing the door, Shadow swiftly made its way to the canvas to take a look. 

Zi Yi stared at Lu Jingye’s expression. When she saw that his face suddenly darkened, she asked in haste, 

“Ah Jing, what did Zhang Hanyu draw?” 

Lu Jingye turned off the phone and put it in his pocket. “Zhang Hanyu is not suitable for your cousin.” 

Zi Yi got even more anxious at his words. “What exactly did he draw?” 

“Aman.”1 

Traces of shock and disbelief flashed past her face. Anger surged forth from within and she said, “Isn’t 

he deceiving my cousin’s feelings?” 

She wished she could dismember Zhang Hanyu into pieces at this very moment. 

Lu Jingye held her hand tightly. “Don’t get angry. To deal with someone like that, the best way is to 

expose his motives and ruin his reputation.” 

Zi Yi nodded with a taut expression. “That’s right. He tried every single means to make my cousin fall for 

him. It must be to hide his ugly side. I want to expose the video of him earlier.” 

Immediately afterwards, she intended to grab her phone but Lu Jingye stopped her. 

“The back of the canvas is facing the camera. If he were to cook up nonsense, it would only hurt your 

cousin.” 

Zi Yi was so angry that she only had thoughts of killing him. “In that case, I’ll edit the scene of what 

Shadow II saw into the video.” 

How could Zhang Hanyu pretend to be sincerely interested in her cousin while he liked men? 

Someone like him was simply extremely disgusting. 

“Yiyi, calm down first. If we bring the video to your cousin right now, how credible do you think it would 

appear to her, who is currently in love with Zhang Hanyu? 

Even if she believes it, if Zhang Hanyu were to pester your cousin, give an explanation, or perhaps do 

something extreme to himself, perhaps your cousin might really forgive him. 

Think back on how he had managed to chase your cousin in the past.” 

Zi Yi’s eyes turned red from anger. 

Lu Jingye could not bear to see her like this and he pulled her into his embrace as he softly cajoled her. 

“I’ll take care of Zhang Hanyu. You just have to find a way to make your cousin give up on him.” 

For this matter, Zi Yi did not manage to get a good night’s sleep, as she tossed and turned around all 

night. 

‘As soon as dawn broke the next day, she had already gotten up from bed. 

Lu Jingye hugged her waist. “Viyi, it’s still early.” 



Zi Yi tossed and turned. “I want to make a mask of that strange man, then have my robot pretend to be 

him and appear before Zhang Hanyu.” 

Lu Jingye’s arm around her waist slightly loosened. 

Unexpectedly, Zi Yi directly removed herself from his embrace. 

Lu Jingye once again grabbed her and pulled her back. 

Zi Yi ended up lying on top of him. 

Lu Jingye guessed. “Perhaps that person is not Zhang Hanyu’s lover. Maybe he’s just someone that is his 

type.” 

Chapter 550: Jingye, Did You Bully Yiyi? 

 

Zi Yi heard what he said and got so angry as she propped up her body. 

Lu Jingye’s gasping sound could be heard immediately afterwards. 

Doesn’t she realize that she was climbing on top of him? 

With how she unconsciously rubbed against his body, it caused a flame to ignite within him. 

Zi Yi was not in the mood to seduce him just then and she quietly lay there without moving. 

While smelling the familiar scent from his body, Zi Yi started thinking, In the end, she leaned her head 

against his chest and softly whispered, “It’s no wonder | feel that I’ve always felt that Zhang Hanyu gave 

me a strange feeling. So he’s that type of person.” 

“It can only prove that he had concealed his true nature really well,” Lu Jingye said. 

Zhang Hanyu had indeed concealed himself very well. Regardless of which aspect, he had been very 

considerate of her cousin. Now that all the teachers and students in the School of Fine Arts know that 

they are dating, they have also thought of their relationship in a positive light. 

“Ah Jing, what if my cousin knows of this and can’t endure the truth?” Zi Yi suddenly felt vexed at the 

thought of this. 

Lu Jingye gently caressed her back. “You can slowly guide her and be persuasive.” 

While eating breakfast, Zi Yi’s mind was wandering elsewhere as she pondered about how to slowly 

guide her cousin. 

Mrs. Lu saw that she was absent-minded and asked out of concern, “Yiyi, do you have something on 

your mind?” 

She thought that Lu Jingye had made her angry and gave him a blaming look. “Jingye, did you bully Yiyi?” 

“There’s no such thing.” Zi Yi subconsciously spoke up for Lu Jingye. “Mom, Ah Jing didn’t bully me.” 

Mrs. Lu picked up a steamed bun for her and guessed. “Could it be that you’re having premarital fears 

due to the upcoming wedding?” 



Zi Yi pouted at what Mrs. Lu said. 

Was she the type of person who would have premarital fears? 

Lu Jingye raised his hand to stroke her head. “If you can’t think of any ideas, you can ask your cousin to 

come over.” 

Zi Yi’s eyes brightened upon hearing what he said. “That’s right, we haven’t taken our wedding photos 

yet. Why don’t we get them taken today, and it just so happens that we can call my cousin to 

accompany me.” 

She planned to separate the both of them first before slowly ideologically working on her cousin step by 

step. She wanted to make her cousin discover Zhang Hanyu’s true nature. 

With time, her cousin would not be that heartbroken then. 

Mrs. Lu looked at Zi Yi who suddenly thought of taking her wedding photos and she could not help but 

laugh. “You child… You’ve finally recalled that you have to take your wedding photos?” 

She was planning to remind the both of them. 

‘The newlyweds were not anxious in the slightest and instead, it caused her to get anxious on their 

behalf. 

After having a plan in mind, Zi Yi was now in the mood to eat. She quickly finished her breakfast and 

took out her phone to give Dou Xiangling a call. 

‘When Dou Xiangling received Zi Yi’s call, she had just gotten into Dou Zerui’s car that was going to be 

passing by M.Uni. 

While driving, Dou Zerui told her. “If you are coming back late in the future, give me a call and I’ll fetch 

you. Even though Zhang Hanyu is your boyfriend, the both of you have yet to get married and it’s not 

good to trouble him.” 

They were born from the same womb and as long as it was a man who had designs on his younger sister, 

Dou Zerui would think of the other person as a pig and in particular, this was now Zhang Hanyu. He felt 

that his white cabbage had been stolen just like that and he was unhappy deep down inside. 

However, Dou Xiangling liked him and he could not possibly interfere in their relationship. 

Therefore, he could only badmouth him before they had gotten married. 

Dou Xiangling tilted her head and looked at her brother. “Got it~ I will definitely call you in the future.” 

Dou Zerui was finally at ease with her assurance. 

Just then, Dou Xiangling’s phone rang. After answering the call, she looked at Dou Zerui and said with a 

smile, “Yiyi and Little Lu are taking their wedding photos today. Yiyi called me to go over and accompany 

her.” 

Dou Zerui teased. “Could it be that she’s feeling embarrassed from taking wedding photos?” 

Having said that, even he himself did not believe what he had just said and started laughing. 



Dou Xiangling could not hold back her laughter too. “Yiyi said that Little Lu had prepared many different 

styles of wedding dresses and she needs someone to help her choose.” 

Dou Zerui stepped on the gas pedal and said, “I’m free these days too, I’ll tag along and join in with you 

all.” 

After Zi Yi ended the call with Dou Zerui, she asked Lu Jingye, “Ah Jing, where should we have our 

wedding photos taken?” 

Lu Jingye thought for a moment and said, “My Third Uncle will most likely come looking for me these 

next few days, why don’t we head to the hot spring villa outside the city to have our photos taken?” 

“Why is your uncle looking for you?” Mrs. Lu furrowed her eyebrows. 

Lu Jingye explained to her. “There would be many military camps from different regions looking for the 

Lu Group for military supplies during this period of time. I have always been in charge of this but after I 

left, Father took over the work. Now that Father has left the capital, Grandfather would certainly 

pass the work to Eldest Uncle or Third Uncle.” 

“Hal” Mrs. Lu sneered. “One sits all day in his office and the other is in the training ground every day. 

How could they possibly know how to dispatch the military supplies?!” 

“Yes. If my guess is right, Eldest Uncle will push this job to Third Uncle and even suggest for him to look 

for me.” 

“He sure has it all thought out,” Mrs. Lu said. “Then you guys should stay in the villa longer. There’s me 

and the Dou Family to watch over the wedding reception planning. When your Third Uncle comes 

looking for you, I’ll chase him away.” 
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Do they think that her son was someone that they could summon as they pleased? 

Since they chased him out of the Lu Family, they should resolve the problem themselves. 

Dou Xiangling and Dou Zerui arrived half an hour later. 

After the two of them alighted from the car, they greeted Mrs. Lu first. 

“Auntie Lu, good morning.” 

“Good morning.” 

Mrs. Lu looked at them with a smile. “Zerui, Xiangling, have you eaten breakfast yet?” 

“We’ve eaten,” Dou Xiangling answered and turned to look at Zi Yi. “Viyi, where do you and Little Lu 

intend to have your wedding photos taken, and for how long? If it’s going to take a long time, I’ll go back 

home to pack my luggage.” 

“We’re heading to the hot spring villa outside the city,” Zi Yi said, “I’ll send a robot for your luggage. You 

can get Third Aunt to pack your luggage for you, as we are leaving right away.” 

Dou Zerui who was standing by the side teased her. “How anxious are you? To think that you’re not 

even giving us time to pack our belongings.” 

Zi Yi gave him a sideways glance. “A single dog like you won’t understand.” 
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Dou Zerui:”…” 

What should he do when his hands suddenly feel itchy? 

Dou Xiangling saw that her brother wanted to retaliate verbally and she laughed at his plight without the 

slightest sympathy for him. 

Just then, Lu Jingye walked out from the backyard while he was on the phone. 

By the time he made his way over to them, the call had ended and he put away his phone. “The others 

have already left. We can set off right away.” 

“Then we’ll leave right now. ” Zi Yi asked Dou Xiangling, “Do you want to give the school a call to request 

for leave?” 

“There’s no need. I’ll inform Hanyu later and he’ll do it.” 

At the mention of Zhang Hanyu’s name, Zi Yi was upset. 

Lu Jingye touched her head and said, “Since that’s the case, we’ll set off now then.” 

Zi Yi thought for a moment and planned to block her cousin’s and Zhang Hanyu’s phone call, then help 

her request for leave instead. 

Half an hour after the four of them left, the Third Master of the Lu Family came looking for Lu Jingye as 

expected. 

Mrs. Lu invited him into the living room and said, “Third Brother, take a seat..” 


